
Bolsemaro stabbing was a complex mass psychology plot to create support for Bolsenaro. The deep 
state mind controls the whole earth and they use such actions to create backing for their assets and 
desired leaders. They stabbed Bolsenaro by mind control a person to do it. Now that person could have 
any reason for which he has done but the reasons of stabber is irrelevant to goal and plot of deep state. 
Its only relevance is that they hope to deceive people and have them to explore for the answer around 
the reasons of stabber. They gave him his reasons by mind control. But what was the goal of deep state 
in this plot? They wanted to gather support for Bolsenaro among Brazilian people by having him subject 
of an assault and thus making him more desirable in the heart of some people as president. They also 
done the same to Jo Cox and they killed her to gather support for anti BREXIT movement but we were 
aware of the plot and I informed the public and we derailed their plot and we won BREXIT.  

In Brazil they are again trying to gather support for far right candidate. But it was far right deep state 
who has done it by mind control. They mind control people by use of electromagnetic waves radiated at 
the brain causing electric activity in nerve cells of people. It is old technology. The same way they are 
obstructing Brazilian politicians to achieve good result and they prevent them from composing effective 
solutions to problems. Now these parts become American plots against prosperity and advancement of 
Brazil. America wants to keep Brazil down and take over their national wealth. As they have burned 
down National Museum of Brazil and they have sought to take over Embraer.  

So who we support to win this election? Because we don’t want far right candidate who will sell out 
wealth of Brazil and brings Dark Age of Fascism back to South America. 

I strongly suggest Haddad for President of Brazil they have created 3 leftist candidate and one far right 
and they are using very complex plot twists to help Bolsmaro. We need to rally behind Haddad as he is 
the best chance to win, is worker Party, and has support. We need to rally behind him and gather all the 
votes we can for him. We need to disillusion voters to see the reality (part of it) and have them support 
Haddad. We need a leftist worker party to have certain reforms in safe manner. We cannot have total 
removal of reforms by right and business friendly groups.  

See I get lots of Intelligence if I am not obstructed and I had received intelligence about option to bring 
back military rule over Brazil and thus contain the problems. But they could not get my support and thus 
they can not bring back military rule to Argentina and Brazil. They have no new plot they are just going 
back by few decades and repeating which has conspired before. See there is also a trick Democracy is 
dangerous for nations which lack mind control protection. Since Mind Control Protection is needed for 
healthy governance and upholding the positives of a nation. If democracy kicks in and remove a good 
government and bring the bad due to some mass psychology. Then suddenly all is lost for that nation. 
But we are not going to end democracy in Brazil.  But we need to contain anti-corruption, political 
assassination, and other such behaviors by deep state designed to remove valuable assets and 
candidates. These should be stalled and this is why I placed overthrow protection on Brazil so no one 
can overthrow it. But we also need a leftist candidate for our projects and we need to win the election.  
So we must Support Haddad for President of Brazil. Haddad is a leftist candidate who can over watch the 
regulation overhaul we are working to have for Brazil to make business more competitive with rest of 
the world. But see if I bring far right or business friendly then protection for masses of people will be 
undermined and National assets will be lost. Because these people do not include mandates or 
regulations which are meant to keep things in balance. This is why we cannot have far right or business 



friendly president in Brazil. We like to have regulation overhaul and improve the business performance 
but we need a leftist candidate from Worker Party such as Haddad to overwatch the process and have 
the cause of masses in mind while working toward reform. 

We need regulation overhaul for business in Brazil and we are working on it. Then we need Education 
overhaul since amount of skill learned is very low in comparison to cost of education. Thus Brazilians 
spend too much money on education while they not getting the desired result. This is an issue and 
education overhaul to prepare workers and youth for taking on today jobs and tasks are needed. 

We also need overhaul for rail road ownership, regulation, and accessibility by other transit companies. 
This one could be done very fast. We need to make rail road available to other transit companies and 
have rail roads being used in efficient manner. This rail road case can be done now. There is also south 
North Brazilian Rail Way System which part of it is old and part of it are being built. We can have new 
industrial parks, towns, and economic centers built along the path of these rail road and build a system 
of industries, supply chain, and farming along the path of rail road. It has one port access so far and can 
be extended to cover all of South America later. It is meant for land based trade and supply chain system 
and can also be used for international trade in south America. It is a very valuable rail road and we need 
it to be used and regions along its path developed. It is expanding Brazil by fundamentals of economy 
and industry. .Real growth project. Something which will be benefiting Brazil for a century and then 
beyond if done correctly. We are also working on in land and rail road based system of production and 
supply chain with some connectivity to ports. We may build whole new cities and new industrial and 
manufacturing centers and use rail road for transit. Inner Brazil away from sea is neglected and yet offer 
extensive opportunity for growth and development. It will need investment and people after being well 
informed can come and build new projects and benefit from south north rail road. (I love rail road I am 
connecting the world with my Chinese team and I would love to have a Brazilian team as well to tackle 
South American problems like a federal force for good developing south America into integrated 
industrial and Economic systems.)

This can be done Now. But there are far more other reasons to support Haddad and have him as 
President of Brazil.  

Another issue I would like to mention and discuss here is issue of Panama Papers. Panama Papers were 
meant to be used to politically assassinate political figures which were not desirable by the USA. They 
mind controlled people who released Panama Papers. They have used the papers to selectively 
overthrow World Leaders from Rousseff to Da Silva and Pakistani President. It has been a new method 
of overthrow to use courts and impeachment to overthrow. Before then there was state department 
cables which led to overthrow of Egypt, Arab Spring and other events. Clinton Emails were also along 
same line but they were never weaponized as a mean of overthrow. 

Brazil needs to be very careful with the impeachment and corruption cases since many of these cases 
happened under mind control effect and people brought to face the justice are usually good victims like 
Lula Da Silva.

We need to support Haddad as one Candidate for the Presidency of Brazil.
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